
APPLE AND GENDER DIVERSITY

Our new hires are even more diverse than our current employees. . Apple deeply respects that gender is not binary;
reporting in this manner should not.

Apple CEO Tim Cook attributes the tech sector's difficulty in achieving gender diversity to its labeling coding
as a "boy thing. Cathy and her teams launched several initiatives, including Diversity Week â€” five days of
parades and events celebrating international cultures. Save Sponsored Links Apple's iPhone event opened with
a black woman busting her ass to ensure a white man's success. The number of women appearing on the stage
to introduce Apple products increased admittedly from a very low base. But when Cook took over, there was
little pressure to act on diversity. Related Content:. Through innovative keynotes and wild stories of secrecy,
genius and obsession, the company's culture was set early on, and it had a white, male face. The images, while
demonstrative of the robust and diverse world we actually inhabit, do not represent the culture at Apple. Under
his leadership, one of the largest companies in the world has gone from being fairly uninterested in inclusion
policies to championing them. To help show people all the opportunities here. Apple is a multi-generational
company with employees from 18 to  At Apple, inclusion and diversity means bringing everybody in. What
started as a person operation is now a person-strong community representing countries. One that its own
leadership should take a look at before issuing hypocritical platitudes about the importance of gender
diversity. Consuela leads by being authentic, even if that means being vulnerable. Closeup shots of women
and nonwhite people including nonwhite women lit up the stage as Schiller described the intense detail and
focus capable with the new camera systems. Through their experiences, they bring leadership, technical skills,
and a spirit of collaboration to Apple. One can argue whether any of those numbers constitutes actual sexism.
Pressure is growing on tech giants to show that they are inclusive places for everyone, with Google employees
staging a walkout in late to protest the treatment of women. Apart from the fact he was born in Alabama,
exercises a lot, and plans to give most of his fortune away, [â€¦] Apple under Steve Jobs was associated with
innovation, not diversity. Given Apple's own demographic makeup, the images it's using to sell the new
iPhone feel closer to exploitation than celebration.


